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Inside this issue
Inside this issue:

Editors Message:
Well here I am enjoying my retirement ! Well retirement from
the Torque Editors role! The fact is I have really enjoyed doing
the Torque and feel this is an important form of communication
for the club, so I am honoured to have your blessing and support
to continue.



Notices



M G a n d Tr i u mp h S p a r e s S h o w



T h e M GB



Slater Street Bowls



Cancer Research 25th
A n n i v e r s a r y L u nc h

What I do need is more input from club members, I do have to
rely on some of my regular writers, and Mr R often gets roped
into filling a page or two! It doesn't need to be lots of writing,
just a few pictures and a brief write up about anything and
everything, but type of things you enjoy reading about. If you
post something to face book, then send a copy to me for the
Torque.



R e g i o n a l Ev e n t s a n d S h o ws

So I welcome you to the New Look Torque magazine with



Club Info



Events

a slightly different layout. Please send me letters and questions to
the Editor, or to the club in general and your articles.
If you would like your car to feature on the front page, send
a few photos and a small write up about how long you have
owned the car, what have you done to it etc etc.
Help me make the Torque interesting and let me know what you
think about it, it is great to receive your feedback, just so I know
you do read the torque?

Gillian

Its that time of
year? Subs are
due…….

If not already paid please be reminded that club
annual membership fee of £5.00 is due for payment at
the next club meeting. Payable to Colin Kingsbeer,
Membership Secretary.

Notices
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Welcome and join us again for this years March Hare
Run. This run has been planned by Gillian, our Editor, as the
Editors March Hare Run.
Last year the run was cancelled due to overnight snow
storms, and settled for the lunch and a quiz, hopefully this
year we will be able to complete the run too.
We start from the Langton’s Garden Centre, near Market
Harborough, they open at 10am so feel free to arrive early for
coffee or a bit of breakfast. Garden Centre has refurbished
and much improved, lots to buy!!
It is our plan to leave the Langton's from 11am onwards on
a 45 mile drive through some of Leicestershire's picturesque
landscape.
We arrive at our destination for a Sunday Carvery, other food
options are available. Or if you do not wish to have lunch,
simply join us for the run, and then head home.
There is no cost for the run, Sunday Carvery is £14.80 for one
course, or £17.95pp for two courses. Portions are large and
everything is home made, the food has always been “lush”.
We will provide you with the tulip guide and a prize for who
catches the Hare !!!
We ask for a £10.00 pp deposit at the next club meeting so as to secure the table. Please pay for your own food
and drink at the venue. The end venue is approx. 6 miles from Lutterworth. Any car welcome.

Officially the UK’s fastest growing classic car show and hailed the
‘friendliest of car shows’, the Practical Classics Classic Car and
Restoration Show, with Discovery, truly is Spring’s best classic car
show. Taking place in March, this year's show attracted over 28,000
visitors across 3 days, and brought together all aspects of classic
motoring. Walking through the halls, visitors were greeted by cars
of all marques in various states of repairs; from rusty barn finds,
through to concourse quality with everything in between. I think its
a bit expensive at £20a ticket then £12 parking, but its up to you.

23rd –25th March
RAFFLE PRIZES
Calling all club members! We are collecting raffle prizes for this years Ratae Run. If you
have any items looking for a good home please bring these to the next club meeting. Jean Dalby
will be collecting the prizes over the next few months. All prizes are gratefully appreciated.
In addition to this we are also looking for a number of small baskets for fruit and food hampers.

MG & Triumph Spares Show

Stoneleigh MG & Triumph Spares show is becoming a
bit of a tradition for South Leicester MG club, and so this
year it was Graham and Colin in the Midget, Melvyn and
Jim in his MGB and John and myself in our MGA. Derek
was follow car and chief whip as this year we decided to
“Go Big” on the stand , and we certainly did that!
We agreed to meet at Stoneleigh at 8.30 am prompt, you
may well know that Sunday was one of the wettest we
have had for a long time, with hoods up, off we set in
what felt like a minor tsunami!! MGA’s are not too keen
on rain , although this time most of the drops seemed to
fall on John’s side and not on me.
We all arrived pretty well at the same time and set to on
drying off the cars and setting up the stand, we were
pushing the Ratae and Derek and Graham had come up
with the idea of a Raffle to win a free entry to the
Ratae, all you needed to do was complete your email
on a slip and enter it into the draw.
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Within the hour the stand was up and looking very smart,
I know you will think me bias, but we did have the best
stand of all of the club stands, at least that’s my view,
even North Leicester came across a couple of times to
take a look.
Now it was time for that mandatory bacon butty and
a cup of tea, and there is only one place to have it, that’s
the café at the entrance. The best butties in town £4.20 for
three items in a bap, I had 3 slices of bacon and an egg,
and John had 4 slices of bacon! And god only knows
what Colin had but as always he was chatting up the
buttie girl who clearly got flustered and missed out on the
maths!
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We all took turns in promoting the club and the Ratae
run , taking a break and having a wonder around the
show. Now this is where I struggle, watching middle
aged blokes, and some of the rather more mature type,
getting excited of what to me looks like a pile of old
rust!
I have never seen so much rust, and as for some of the
cars for sale, there was a old left hand drive MGA
imported from the states, £17k !!! You couldn't even
drive it home, it was the worst barn find you could
imagine, someone is clearly taking the pee!

Anyway rant over, lots of tools, polish, bling and paint,
but my wallet sat firmly in my pocket this time, I was
even treated to by bacon buttie so I did quite well this
year.
As for the Ratae we had an excellent day, over 45
people filled in the slips for the raffle which I am
confident will translate into at least some new entries
to the Ratae, the stand was constantly filled with
interest, both for the cars and for the Ratae.
It was also great to see so many club members visiting
the show and coming over to give some support or
even simply have a chat, which is what it is all about
really. It reminded me of what a friendly club we have
and am looking forward to another event packed
Summer.
The drive home was much more pleasant, sun was
shining, roads had dried up and it was still light which
is getting better by the day. Mrs R better known as the
Editor, had prepared a fantastic roast dinner for when
we got home, all in all a great day.

Michael
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The MGB
Without the MGA there could never have been an MGB. The "B" was a balanced, complete car, fully developed in the best
way, and an ideal sports roadster of its type. It was never revolutionary in design, but rather another step forward along the path
that was so successful with the "A." The step was a smart one from the makers with early MGB owners agreeing that it was the
best engineered and put together MG ever seen.
The MGB would have been quite a bit different if it hadn't been for BMC's decision to bring out the Midget, the revised
version. With the cheaper, simpler, smaller Midget on the market, the makers were able to ensure the "B" was a significant step
up in comfort, size and price. However, the "B" was three cm’s shorter than its predecessor, in both wheelbase and overall
length, and weighed only 23 kgs more.
Thornley and Enever really scored with the looks of the MGB, possibly with the advice of Pininfarina, consultants to BMC.
The rather awkward front end of the MGA was followed by a design which was more successful than any other in the world at
adding a sylish outline to this great car . It worked really well with the crisp edges of the recessed headlights. The grille looked
good in its day but, like the flush, full fenders, it might have been too much for MG admirers if not for the MGA in between.
From the rear the MGB was bland to the point of being insipid but at least had the added bonus of some boot room, even
though it was cramped due to the flat-placed spare tyre. There was more room for luggage behind the seats shielded by a curved
windscreen. And in the doors were quarter-windows with roll-down glass. MG abandoned the side curtains which most
accepted favourably.

Roomy Integral Construction
Abingdon rethought this new MG
thoroughly, finding all kinds of new
room inside. The feet were much less
crowded and there was enough leg room
even the tallest person. At one point the
MG men considered moving the engine
further forward to get even more room,
but that would have meant giving up the
rack-and-pinion steering, which they
wisely decided was not a good idea. The
space was gained through the changing of the body, to one with an integral frame. Gone was the deep, bridge-like frame of the
"A," replaced by a sophisticated new body which used all the fixed parts of the body to help absorb the suspension stresses.
The main strength through the critical centre section was carried by the double-box-section sills under the wide doors, which
were made of steel. The hood was the only aluminium part in this particular MG body. As they were in production for many
years with this new body, MG tooled it elaborately, with front and rear chassis extensions welded into cross members below the
stressed floor. On the original prototypes the main front cross member was welded into the body structure, but this caused too
much noise to be heard so it became a separate sub frame, with rubber mounts. Another different body feature was a cowl inlet
for fresh air - a welcome addition, but as for the heater system, its feeble output continued another MG tradition.

Suspension Refinements
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The MG designers did not want to meddle with the successful formula. Of the MGA suspension. Chief Engineer Syd Enever
evaluated independent rear suspension and favoured it because it eliminated axle tramp. But it was more expensive too and
the average customer did not notice any improvement. Adopting the existing geometry, Enever and his men concentrated on
giving the more civilized MGB a suppler ride. The springs were softened at all four corners. One leaf was removed from
each rear spring, bringing the rate to 1768 kg/ m the MGA's 2232 Kg/m. At the front the coil springs were softened from
1786 to 1303 Kg/m for the first MGB's. Enever decided to keep the traditional lever-type shock absorbers throughout,
thereby using a type of damper which has been replaced on most cars of that era by the more effective tubular design.
Since the TD, rack-and-pinion steering had been an MG trademark; the only change in the "B" was the adoption of a new
tooth angle on both rack and pinion to reduce the amount of steering wheel kick induced by bumps in the road. Steering
response remained excellent and was said to be as "practically as positive as that of a bicycle."
But the question remained about its overall quality. Steering effort required was extreme through tight corners, even with the
very large standard steering wheel, and it also required much strength at lower speeds. But on the other hand the MGB was
extremely stable at speed on a freeway. The springing changes improved the ride, as did a switch from 38cm to 35.5 cm
wheels, both discs and knock-off wires being offered.
The MGB worked well on most brands and types
of tyres with its simple suspension and balanced
weight distribution. Radial ply tyres gave the best
fuel consumption and very good handling as well.
On icy roads studded tyres gave good traction but
the front/rear ratio of stud numbers and locations
needed close watching to keep the car from being
unstable on dry roads.
Smaller wheels called for slightly smaller front
brake discs, down in diameter to 27.3 cm to allow
calliper clearance. With more performance than
ever before, and more weight in the later GT
version, the MGB placed more demands on its
brakes than any other disc equipped MG. Front
brake pad life ranges between 17,700 kms and
32,187 kms per set, with a median of 24,140 kms
for fast road driving.
If you really wanted to use an MGB to its full capacity the optional harder brake pads from BMC or Raybestos or Mione
should be fitted. One feature of the "B" that couldn’t change so easily was the handbrake, which was no longer of the racing
fly-off release type.
More Displacement and Output
Amazingly improved performance for the MGB came out of the same basic B-type BMC engine that was introduced with the
ZA Magnette. This unit traced its
beginning back to the Austin A40, with
a displacement of only 1200cc. In the
A40 its bore was 65.5mm. In the
MGB, introduced in July, 1962, the
bore was a remarkable 80.3mm. Both
engines had the same stroke: 88.9mm.
The MGB's displacement came out to
1798cc, remarkably close to the size of
the original 1925 MG, 1802cc. The
10.8 percent increase in engine size,
held the original exterior dimensions,
which needed even thinner iron
sections and no water between the
front and rear pairs of cylinders.
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In compensation, holes were added for oil spray and more cooling lubricant on the undersides of the pistons. The oil has to
be cooled in turn by a new front-mounted oil cooler that had been standard on exported MGB’s. Output of the expanded
MGB was not spectacular-94bhp at 5500rpm - but the
new engine showed a surprising willingness to rev,
inherited from the MGA 1600 Mark II. The tach red
line starts at 6000 but an early MGB will wind safely
to 6800. More useful in everyday driving is the
improved torque of the MGB, with a much fatter
curve at low engine speeds, reaching its peak of 14.8
meter kgs at 3500 rpm. This is the part that really
added to the performance.
In October 1964, the "B" engine was given two
additional mains. Some tuners kept using the
three-bearing block, which had less frictional drag,
and the early five-bearing engines were also marked
by pronounced vibration periods at 4000 and
5000rpm. Some slight power revisions came with this
change, and also with the adoption for 1968 of air
injection equipment to reduce exhaust pollution. After
this the power rating of the Mark II MGB became 92bhp (down from a peak of 98bhp) at 5400rpm, with peak torque of
110 pound-feet at 3000rpm. Most MGB owners had problems with the exhaust system, often at intervals of 8,000 kms.
After a while welding and clamping failed to do the job, and an early investment in a special exhaust system like the
British Peco in the long run turned out to be a wise one.
Increased Range of Gearing
It was well for many years that the MGB engine was so flexible,
because MG remained firm in its belief that first gear didn't have
to be synchronized. The "B" gearbox was much improved, with
nicer synch on the top three speeds. But first remained crash type,
and second gear remained low so that owners unable to shift down
adeptly to first could start away from rest in second. On the Mark
II MGB a synchromesh first gear is at last provided, along with
higher first and second gear ratios. With the smaller road wheels of
the "B" the rear axle ratio was raised from 4.1 to 3.9 to one. Other
lower ratios were also offered mainly for racing: 4.3, 4.55 and 4.88
to one.
Overdrive, available since January 1963 on the MGB provided
another approach to the axle ratio selection problem. The unit, an
electrically-operated Laycock de Normanville, provided an
overdrive ratio of 0.802 to one. It operated only on third and top
gears, with overdrive third being practically a duplicate of direct
fourth gear. The overdrive option was highly valued by MGB
owners for its ability to cut engine speed at cruise down from
4000+rpm to only 3300 or so. Clues to the provision of overdrive
are a straight shift lever in place of a bent one, and the prefix "R"
to the engine number. On the Mark II version of the MGB the
staff from Abingdon went all the way toward American tastes in
shifting with the additional option of an automatic box. It was the
familiar Type 35 BorgWarner three-speed with a torque
converter, fitting neatly inside an enlarged transmission tunnel.
The short lever control gave a positive hold for first and second
gears, an aid to the sporty automatic driver.
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Coupe Version: MGB/GT

The MGB/GT coupe, introduced in October 1965 was seen as the most civilised MG in history. Reviewed by the media and
public alike it was seen as being quiet, smooth and a good looking car. It blended the sporty MGB lower body with a perfectly
proportioned top that didn’t try to copy Jaguar or Corvette, but instead captured the crisp look of the Aston Martin coupes of
the mid-Fifties. It was practical as well as attractive. The rear "door" was very handy, opening on a metre deep rear
compartment. A tiny rear bench folded upward to provide temporary seating space. Tall windows had an open look and
offered good visibility.
Added insulation accounted for part of the GT's 123 kg increase in weight, as well as its remarkably quiet interior. Much of
the additional weight of the MGB/GT was toward the rear. The roadster had 47 percent of its weight on the rear wheels with
the coupe having 49 percent. With the driver and a full tank of fuel, the GT was perfectly balanced at 50-50 front to rear. In
view of this, the makers said that they had to start on the springing again. They put stiffer springs on the rear [which replaced
the leaf removed from the MGA] which resulted in an increased oversteer. This resulted in an anti-roll bar on the front. The
makers had to take some of the weight transfer from the rear and add it to the front.
They even had to stiffen the front springs. It did
give a slightly harder ride due to the car being
heavier. Most drivers weren't happy about the ride,
finding the GT bouncy and prone to pitching. But
the changes improved the handling, so much so that
many preferred the coupe to the roadster. Both
were wonderfully controllable and forgiving cars in
the finest MG tradition. The coupe was summed up
as "It's a very willing, rewarding car with
a long-legged performance and an endearing
character." BMC moved fast to adapt its cars to the
U.S. safety regulations, fitting both versions of the
MGB with new interior door handles and
completely new dashboards, fully padded on the
passenger's side. They were good-looking and
certainly effective, though they unfortunately
eliminated the glove box.
Smaller instruments and switches were grouped in
a housing centred in front of the driver. Detailed
problems have not been unknown to MGB owners,
such as water leaks in the coupes and the roadsters
top seams that tended to disintegrate after the first
year and a half of due to weathering. There were minor problems in the biggest MG, which was a car that was capable of long
and satisfying service. And in its era it managed to do so without costing an arm and a leg to buy or to use ... unlike many
sports cars of its time. Sales of the MG were enormous giving it a ranking as the most successful MG in history.

Michael
Research from

SLATER STREET BOWLS NIGHT
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Gillian
Well the number of times we have played, it doesn’t seem to get any easier.
We think we can play and start with a very good pose and role the wood
aiming for the jack, only to see it veering off on it’s own accord. Just a warm
up roll you think, next time it will be better…….. But we laugh and have
great fun, all trying harder and harder to look professional in our socks!! The
highlight for many is the faggots, chips and peas and chicken for the more
refined, again it was superb and a well deserved reward for our bowling
efforts.
A big thank you to Margaret for organising one of our clubs most popular
social events of the year and also for her teams support who must have the
patients of gods to put up with us! Can we come back next year if we promise
to practise?
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You are invited to join our Cancer Research fundraising
Sunday Lunch to celebrate 25 years of Leicester Committee.

Sunday Lunch 2nd June 2019 12.30pm for 1pm
at The Longcliffe Golf Club
Snell's Nook Lane Loughborough LE11 3YA
Main Course Choices:
Roast Beef Yorkshire Pudding
Roast Chicken with Stuffing

Grilled Salmon with Hollandaise Sauce
Mushroom & Brie Wellington with a White Wine & Herb Sauce
all served with fresh seasonal vegetables and potatoes

Pudding Choices:
Treacle Sponge and Custard
Black Forest Gateau
Berry Pavlova

Cheese and Biscuits
Coffee and Chocolates

Price

£ 19.50 per head

Any profits go to Cancer Research UK Leicester University/Hospitals

Raffle
See club notice board. Glenise Bowyer
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REGIONAL EVENTS AND SHOWS
Officially the UK’s fastest growing classic car show and hailed the
‘friendliest of car shows’, the Practical Classics Classic Car and
Restoration Show, with Discovery, truly is Spring’s best classic car
show. Taking place in March, this year's show attracted over 28,000
visitors across 3 days, and brought together all aspects of classic
motoring. Walking through the halls, visitors were greeted by cars
of all marques in various states of repairs; from rusty barn finds,
through to concourse quality with everything in between. I think its
a bit expensive at £20a ticket then £12 parking, but its up to you.

Not to be missed, This popular Sunday run with
Sunday Lunch at the finish is a must, to start the MG
season of 2019.
Please put your name down on the Notice board or
see Gillian or Michael for more information

Come and support the Daffodil Sunday Run, its a
great day out to dust of the cobwebs from your
MG and the winter blues.
Please put your name down on the Notice board
or see Gillian & Michael for more information.

MORGAN FACTORY TOUR
Take a guided tour… see skilled craftsmen at work as
they hand make our bespoke sports cars. Traditional car
manufacturing combined with exciting cutting edge
technology creates a tour like no other! Cost £24.00pp
Members Run
Thursday 11th April. See Notice Board.
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CLUB INFORMATION

Chairman

Secretary

Treasurer

Graham Dorman

Bev Wright

John Carr

01455 289383

01455 845894

01455 209340

Committee Member

Membership Secretary

Events Co-ordinator

Michael Ricketts

Colin Kingsbeer

01455 553868

Bob Driver

01455 273161

TORQUE Editor: Gillian Ricketts

0116 3481587
robert.driver@sky.com

Editor and Committee
Member
Gillian Ricketts
01455 553868

Events Co-ordinator

Derek Everitt
07831390270
derek.everitt@me.com

Web Editor: Angela Varley

9 Juniper Close, Lutterworth, Leicestershire,

Email: amb731@hotmail.co.uk

LE17 4US.

Web Site: www.mgleicester.org

Tel: 01455 553868
Email: mgricketts@btinternet.com
South Leicester Monthly Meetings

North Leicester Monthly Meetings

Membership open to all, so why not come along
and meet like-minded people and enjoy the
magic of the marque.

The North Leicester MG Club meets at
The Lingdale Golf Club, Joe Moors Lane,
between Croptston, Woodhouse Eves and Newton
Linford. at 8pm on the third Wednesday of the
month.

We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at
the White Horse Inn, Station Road, Broughton
Astley, Leicestershire. Family membership is
£5.00 p/a, payable in January. For further
details contact the Secretary.
Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members
forum 8.30pm.

Contact Chris Tideswell
Tel: 01509 829478

Events 2019
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March
Tuesday 5th
Sunday 17th

Monthly Meeting
Members Run— March Hare Run

The White Horse, Broughton Astley
See Gillian & Michael

April
Sunday 7th
Tuesday 9th
Thursday 11th
Saturday 13th
Sunday 28th

Daffodil Sunday Run
Monthly Meeting
Member Run— Morgan Factory Visit
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club
Members Run— Bluebell Run

See Michael & Gillian
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
See Notice Board
Coventry Transport Museum
See Notice Board

May
Sunday 5th
Sunday 5th
Tuesday 7th
Sunday 12th
Saturday 18th
Sunday 26th

Donnington Historic Festival
Stratford Festival of Motoring
Monthly Meeting
Chairman’s Sunday Lunch Run
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club
Members Run— Staffordshire & Lunch

See Notice Board
See Notice Board
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
See Notice Board
Coventry Transport Museum
See Notice Board

Coffee & Classics
Monthly Meeting
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club
Club Ratae Road Run
Club Event— Ashby Magna
Midsummer Festival
Members Run—Croome Park

Classic Motor Hub. Bibury
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
Coventry Transport Museum
See Michael & Gillian

June
Sunday 2nd
Tuesday 4th
Saturday 8th
Sunday 9th
Sat 15th-Sun 16th
Thursday 20th
July
Sat 6th/Sun7th
Sunday 7th
Tuesday 9th
Thursday 11th
Saturday 13th
Saturday 20th
Friday 26th.
August
Saturday 3rd
Sunday 4th
Sunday 4th
Tuesday 6th
Sunday 11th
Sunday 18th
Sunday 18th
September
Sunday 1st
Tuesday 3rd
Sunday 8th
Sunday 15th
Sat 21st-Sun 22nd

Club Event. Hollowell Steam
& Heavy Horse
Coffee & British Classics
Monthly Meeting
Members Run— John & Glen Evening Run
Cars & Coffee Breakfast Club
Hub Retro Summer BBQ
Club Event— Holiday Warner Nidd Hall
& Yorkshire Pudding Run
Glen Parva Gala
Great Central Railway Summer Festival
Coffee & Classic
Monthly Meeting
Club Event—Train Boats & Teas
Mary Ann Evans Hospice Classic Rally
Club Event— Iris 60th Birthday
Sunday Lunch Run
Club Event—40th Birthday
Anniversary Run
Monthly Meeting
Club Event. Shackerstone Family Festival
Hinckley Bid Classic Motorshow
Club Event—Sywell Classic
Pistons & Props

See Notice Board
See Notice board

See Notice Board
Classic Motor Hub. Bibury
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
See Notice Board
Coventry Transport Museum
Classic Motor Hub. Bibury

See Notice Board
See Notice Board
Classic Motor Hub. Bibury
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
Peter Stevenson House, Pailton
Nuneaton Town Centre
See Gillian & Michael

See Notice Board
The White Horse, Broughton Astley
See Notice Board
Hinckley Town Centre
See Notice Board

Deadline for next Torque is 21st March 2019
Send your articles to Gillian - mgricketts@btinternet.com

